Turkey Quiz – Answers
Question
1. Which of the following is not a breed
of turkey raised for commercial
production:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Answer
d) Chinese Firecracker

Bronze
Bourbon Red
White Holland
Chinese Firecracker

2. A male turkey is called a:

a) Tom

a. Tom
b. Dick
c. Harry
3. “Talking turkey” means

b) straight talk

a. gobbling
b. straight talk
c. telling lies
4. Which dance step is named after the
turkey?

Turkey trot

5. If someone calls a person a turkey

c) it means they are stupid

a. this is a compliment
b. it means they talk too much
c. it means they are stupid
6. Turkey babies are called
a. Teletubbies
b. Turkettes
c. Chicks
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c) Chicks or poults

Question
7. Turkeys lay

Answer
b) 9 to 18 eggs

a. 200 eggs at a time
b. 9 to 18 eggs
c. 4 to 8 eggs
8. How many grams of fat in a four ounce
serving of roast turkey (white meat
without skin?)
a.
b.
c.
d.

b) 5

2
5
8
12

9. What is a turkey wattle?

The red flap is skin on its neck

10. The country of Turkey is located in

b) The Middle East

a. Africa
b. The Middle East
c. South America
11. The flag of Turkey has
a.
b.
c.
d.

b) Star and crescent

Stars and stripes
Star and crescent
The sun
The maple leaf

12. What is the capital of Turkey?

Ankara

13. Two seas, 2 European countries and 6
Asian countries border Turkey. Name
as many as you can. (one point per
correct answer up to 5 points.)

Black Sea; Mediterranean Sea; Greece;
Bulgaria; Syria; Armenia; Azerbajan; Iran;
Iraq; Georgia.

14. What alcoholic beverage is named for
the turkey?

Wild Turkey Bourbon Whiskey is made in
Kentucky; there is also a Wild Turkey Liqueur.
Mixed with cranberry juice, it is called a
“Pilgrim”.
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Question
15. What is the “Golden Turkey Award”
given for?

Answer
b) The worst movies and directors

a. The best turkey at the Royal
Winter Fair
b. The worst movies and directors
c. The most stupid politician in
America
d. The U. S. Defence Department
project with the biggest cost
over-run.
16. What is vegetarian turkey called?

Tofurky or unturkey.

17. According to the Old Testament,
Noah’s Ark is supposed to have landed
on which mountain in Turkey?

Mount Ararat

18. Where did the expression “quitting cold "Cold turkey" describes the appearance of the
turkey” come from?
skin caused by sudden cessation of opiate use.
The muscles underlying the skin contract. It is
said to resemble a plucked turkey. ("Kicking
the habit" refers to the leg muscle spasms that
start about twelve hours after an addict has
their last dose of heroin.)
19. Can a turkey jump higher than a fourfoot fence?

Yes, fences can’t jump.

20. Why can’t you take a turkey to church?

Because they use such fowl language.
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